In the State of Oklahoma

"National Engineers Week"

February 19-25, 2023

This week, we celebrate the significant contributions of engineers to our society. Engineers design, build, and improve our world through innovation and problem-solving. From bridges and buildings to medical devices and technology, engineers are at the forefront of shaping our future.

Engineers Week is a time to recognize the importance of engineering education and careers. It is also an opportunity to promote the public awareness of engineering and the critical role engineers play in our daily lives.

Engineers are problem solvers who use science and technology to make our world a better place. They work in a variety of fields, from aerospace to environmental engineering. Engineers design and develop new technologies, improve existing ones, and solve real-world problems.

In Oklahoma, we have a rich history of engineering and technology. From the construction of grand public works to the development of cutting-edge technologies, our state is a testament to the power of engineering.

Let us honor these incredible professionals who help shape our world. Happy Engineers Week!
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